
Machine Ancillaries

OV2296VERS1

Trade life guarantee 91 days.  Twinings ® R.Twining & Company Limited.   Kenco Cappio – Instant Cappuccino.   
PG tips is a registered trademark of the Unilever Group.   Only those products bearing the Rainforest Alliance trademark are sourced from 
Rainforest Alliance Certified™ farms.  Suchard is made from cocoa sourced from Rainforest Alliance Certified™ farms.  
Kenco Sustainable Development coffee is 100% sourced from Rainforest Alliance Certified™ farms.

For more information please contact your local representative:

KENCO SINGLES BREWER VALIDATOR

DIMENSIONS H470
 W350
 D430
WEIGHT 18kg
OTHER INFO Large capacity water tank for
 continuous drinks

DIMENSIONS H455
 W510
 D330
WEIGHT 7.5kg
OTHER INFO Attaches neatly to side of the  
 Kenco Singles Brewer

VERTICAL CAPSULE STAND

DIMENSIONS H470
 W155
 D400
WEIGHT 4.5kg
OTHER INFO 198 capsules 
 (22 capsues x 9 selections).  
 Double compartment

PLINTH

DIMENSIONS H25
 W350
 D443
WEIGHT 400g
OTHER INFO Plinth should be accompanied  
 by a vertical capsule stand

PEDESTAL CABINET (SHELF OPTION)

DIMENSIONS H900 W510 D600
SHELF H175 W350 D335
WEIGHT 34kg
OTHER INFO Storage shelf space
 (2 compartments).
 Wheel kit also available

PEDESTAL CABINET (PAPER CUPS OPTION)

DIMENSIONS H900 W510 D600
WEIGHT 34kg
OTHER INFO 50 cups per dispenser 
 (3 dispensers). 
 Ancillary storage pockets.
 Wheel kit also available

STANDARD CABINET

DIMENSIONS H945
 W670
 D700
WEIGHT 35kg
OTHER INFO 50 cups per dispenser
 (3 dispensers)
 Ancillary storage pockets
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Kenco Singles is a stylish and reliable 
tabletop system which offers a great choice 
of freshly brewed hot drinks. It is very easy 
to maintain and tremendously reliable, 
making it perfect for offices, meeting 
rooms and reception areas.

The Kenco Singles machine has a new attractive and modern 
design, based upon a fully proven brew mechanism combining 
good looks with unrivalled reliability and performance. 
Recently we’ve enhanced the Kenco Singles brewer to include 
some important new features for even easier use...

An easy to read LCD display screen area to help 
aid the user.

Kenco Singles can be plumbed but can also be manually 
filled with water so it can placed just about anywhere you 
need a beverage offer.

Larger cup aperture for larger drinks so you can use mugs 
and bigger cups - it’s now possible with the aid of a larger 
12oz cup to use 2 capsules to make that larger drink - all 
the rage on the High Street!

The larger cup area also provides improved access to allow 
addition of milk and sugar during the brewing process.

Kenco Singles has always delighted consumers and customers 
with its range of freshly brewed branded drinks. The new look 
adds to the consumer experience while maintaining all the 
features both operators and clients love about Kenco Singles.

Great news...
And now Kenco Singles is proud to be able to 
announce that 100% of the beans that we source 
for our Kenco filter coffees in our Kenco Singles 
range are now Arabica beans from Rainforest 
Alliance Certified™ farms to complement our 
Suchard hot chocolate and PG tips beverages,* 
which also contain ingredients sourced from 
Rainforest Alliance Certified™ farms.

Kenco Singles can now provide you with the choice 
of sustainably sourced products without any 
compromise on quality and price.

Vertical capsule stand
Bin capacity for up to 30 spent capsules
Capsule entry point

LCD display area
Manual water fill - 30 cup capacity
Brewer plinth**

1 4
2 5
3 6

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY: The machine runs from a 230V 50Hz single-phase supply 
and is fitted with a 2m power cable terminated with a BS 1363 plug fused at 
13A. This should be connected to a switched socket installed according to the 
latest version of the I.E.E Wiring Regulations. 
WATER SUPPLY: The machine should be situated within 1 metre of a drinking 
water supply from a rising main, terminated at a W.R.C approved 15mm 
compression stoptap. This water supply should comply with both: a) 
Statutory Instrument Number 1147 ‘Water England and Wales’ b) The Water 
Supply (Water Quality) Regulations 1989. Water pressure at the stoptap must 
be within the limits of 0.2 – 10 bar. 
PUMP FILL: If the machine is fitted with a ‘Water Bottle Pump Kit’, it can be 
connected to an external drinking water container. 
MANUAL FILL: The machine may be filled manually by opening the front cover 
to expose the filling funnel. The tank has an average working capacity of 30 
cups between refills. 

CAUTION: This machine should not be used with artificially softened water. 
Water temperature tank set to heat water to 96˚C within the machine. Drink 
temperature will be between 80-90˚C depending on the temperature from the 
tank and the type of cup used – china/paper. Time to reach operable 
temperature is 15 minutes from cold. 
Power rating: the machine is rated at 2kW and the maximum current drawn 
is 9A. 
SYSTEM INFORMATION: Capsule bin capacity. The capsule bin will hold 
up to 30 used capsules. Capacity can be increased by mounting the machine 
on a Kenco base cabinet. We recommend that the Kenco Singles brewer be 
fitted with a high-grade water filter when plumbed, to ensure that the 
optimum drink is dispensed. Water filters can be ordered as an optional extra 
and must be replaced every six months (code 42898).

*100% of the cocoa in Suchard hot chocolate is sourced from Rainforest Alliance Certified™ farms.  At least 50% of the tea in PG tips is 
sourced from Rainforest Alliance Certified™ farms - Unilever are aiming to make it 100% by 2010.

STEP 1

STEP 3

STEP 2

Ideal beverage solution...
The Kenco Singles system is simple to use - just insert your capsule 
- making it ideal for self-serve areas such as meeting rooms. 

Kenco Singles offers complete versatility by allowing you to 
choose between a plumb option or manual fill so you can move 
the system to wherever you need a beverage offer and because 
it's very reliable you'll have minimal maintenance and total peace 
of mind.

Extensive range of drinks...
Our range of premium drinks provide your consumers 
with the favourite brands they recognise and trust. 

Kenco Singles offers roast & ground coffee and real leaf 
tea in individual product capsules, foil sealed, locking in 
freshness and flavour. Each portion-controlled drink is 
freshly brewed helping you meet the consumer’s 
quality expectation.
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Kenco Singles - our favourite brands, fresh everytime.

Singles
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**Plinth should be used when brewer is accompanied by vertical capsule stand
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Machine Ancillaries
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Trade life guarantee 91 days.  Twinings ® R.Twining & Company Limited.   Kenco Cappio – Instant Cappuccino.   
PG tips is a registered trademark of the Unilever Group.   Only those products bearing the Rainforest Alliance trademark are sourced from 
Rainforest Alliance Certified™ farms.  Suchard is made from cocoa sourced from Rainforest Alliance Certified™ farms.  
Kenco Sustainable Development coffee is 100% sourced from Rainforest Alliance Certified™ farms.

For more information please contact your local representative:

KENCO SINGLES BREWER VALIDATOR

DIMENSIONS H470
 W350
 D430
WEIGHT 18kg
OTHER INFO Large capacity water tank for
 continuous drinks

DIMENSIONS H455
 W510
 D330
WEIGHT 7.5kg
OTHER INFO Attaches neatly to side of the  
 Kenco Singles Brewer

VERTICAL CAPSULE STAND

DIMENSIONS H470
 W155
 D400
WEIGHT 4.5kg
OTHER INFO 198 capsules 
 (22 capsues x 9 selections).  
 Double compartment

PLINTH

DIMENSIONS H25
 W350
 D443
WEIGHT 400g
OTHER INFO Plinth should be accompanied  
 by a vertical capsule stand

PEDESTAL CABINET (SHELF OPTION)

DIMENSIONS H900 W510 D600
SHELF H175 W350 D335
WEIGHT 34kg
OTHER INFO Storage shelf space
 (2 compartments).
 Wheel kit also available

PEDESTAL CABINET (PAPER CUPS OPTION)

DIMENSIONS H900 W510 D600
WEIGHT 34kg
OTHER INFO 50 cups per dispenser 
 (3 dispensers). 
 Ancillary storage pockets.
 Wheel kit also available

STANDARD CABINET

DIMENSIONS H945
 W670
 D700
WEIGHT 35kg
OTHER INFO 50 cups per dispenser
 (3 dispensers)
 Ancillary storage pockets
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